Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) is a useful tool for exploring the interdependencies among multiple-choice variables. However, MCA is not geared for explicitly investigating whether or not heterogeneous subgroups of respondents exist in the population with qualitatively distinct patterns of choice behaviour. In this paper, we extend MCA to capture such cluster-level heterogeneity. Specifically, the proposed method combines MCA with fuzzy k-means simultaneously. Consequently, it can provide a single map of displaying variable-level and cluster-level structures so as to facilitate the interpretation of the underlying structures. The performance of the proposed method in recovering true coordinates is investigated based on a Monte Carlo study involving synthetic data. In addition, two empirical applications are presented which compare the proposed method to two extant approaches that combine MCA and cluster analysis.
Introduction
Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) (Benzécri, 1973; Gifi, 1990; Greenacre, 1984; Lebart, Morineau, & Warwick, 1984; Nishisato, 1980 ) is a simple and efficient tool for exploring interrelationships in multiple-choice data. Technically, MCA is a categorical principal components analysis that assigns numerical scores to respondents and response categories of dummy-coded multiple-choice data resulting in a low-dimensional graphical map of category interdependencies. By representing complex interrelationships in low-dimensionality, MCA has proved useful to both practitioners and academics alike (Hoffman, de Leeuw, & Arjunji, 1994) . Moreover, MCA is a non-parametric approach that does not require the a priori and correct specification of the distribution underlying multiple-choice data. Thus, MCA has been a popular mapping method that is capable of describing the association structures in multiple-choice data without recourse to stringent distribution assumptions (Green, Krieger, & Carroll, 1987) .
MCA results in a single set of solutions for all respondents under the assumption that the entire sample of respondents comes from a single population. Hence, MCA is not ideally suited for investigating the existence of subgroups of respondents who exhibit distinctive choice patterns. Accommodating such cluster-level heterogeneity has been considered important in various areas including developmental psychology (Moffitt, 1993) , cognitive and language development (Rescorla, Mirak, & Singh, 2000) , aging (Aldwin, Spiro, Levenson, & Cupertino, 2001) , and consumer psychology and decision making (Bagozzi, 1982; Kamakura, Kim, & Lee, 1996) .
In practice, the most common approach to recognizing cluster-level heterogeneity in MCA is the so-called tandem analysis (e.g., Arimond & Elfessi, 2001; Green & Krieger, 1998; Green, Krieger, & Carroll, 1987; Green, Schaffer, & Patterson, 1988; Lebart, 1994) . This is a two-step sequential approach: In the first step a low-dimensional solution of multiple-choice data is obtained via MCA; in the second step some cluster analysis technique is used to identify a set of relatively homogenous clusters on the basis of the MCA solution. In spite of the ease in which the tandem analysis can be implemented, this approach suffers from a serious drawback in that it does not guarantee that the low-dimensional data solution obtained in step one is optimal for subsequently identifying clusters of respondents. The reason for this is that each step of the tandem analysis involves a different optimization criterion (i.e., one criterion for data reduction and another for cluster analysis) and that these criteria are addressed separately; in other words, the data reduction effected by MCA is conducted with no reference to the clustering technique used to group respondents (Arabie & Hubert, 1994; Chang, 1983;  DeSarbo, Jedidi, Cool, & Schendel, 1990; De Soete & Carroll, 1994) .
As an alternative to the tandem approach, the combined use of MCA and cluster analysis in a single framework has been proposed (Hwang, Dillon, & Takane, 2006; Mucha, 2002; van Buuren & Heiser, 1989) . In essence, this is equivalent to obtaining a low-dimensional representation of multiple-choice data and classifying respondents into a set of clusters simultaneously. The simultaneous approach yields a joint-space map in which both variable-level and cluster-level structures inherent to multiple-choice data are integrated into a single display. In particular, the method proposed by Hwang et al. (2006) is shown to be superior to other related methods (e.g., Mucha, 2002; van Buuren & Heiser, 1989) in term of data-analytic flexibility and interpretability.
This simultaneous approach has thus far adopted a non-overlapping clustering method such as k-means for the classification of respondents. The non-overlapping clustering method is based on a hard classification --respondents are assumed to belong to one and only one cluster with rigidly defined boundaries. However, this hard classification appears to be too restricted because it is often difficult to identify a clear boundary between clusters in real-world problems (Arabie, 1977; McBratney & Moore, 1985; Wedel & Kamakura, 1998) . Instead, a partial classification can potentially provide more insights with respondents assigned to multiple clusters with differential degrees of cluster membership.
Fuzzy clustering is an overlapping clustering method that is based on partial classification (Bezdek, 1974a; Dunn, 1974; Bezdek, Coray, Gunderson, & Watson, 1981; Hathaway & Bezdek, 1993; Wedel & Steenkamp, 1989) and therefore offers several advantages. First, it is likely to produce better fits to a data set than non-overlapping clustering since it is less restrictive --the binary assignment restriction (i.e., 1 = member and 0 = non-member) is relaxed. Second, compared to non-overlapping clustering methods, fuzzy clustering is computationally more efficient because dramatic changes in the value of cluster membership (e.g., 1 (member) → 0 (non-member)) are less likely to occur in estimation procedures (McBratney & Moore, 1985) . Third, fuzzy clustering has been shown to be less afflicted by local optima problems (Heiser & Groenen, 1997) ; in fact, the superiority of fuzzy clustering methods to a non-overlapping clustering method has been empirically demonstrated (Hruschka, 1986) . Finally, the partial memberships for any given set of respondents derived from fuzzy clustering open up additional insights into the phenomenon under study by identifying the second best cluster that is almost as good as the best cluster, which non-overlapping clustering methods cannot speak to (Everitt, Landau & Leese, 2001) .
In this paper, MCA is extended to accommodate fuzzy clustering. Specifically, MCA is combined with fuzzy k-means (Bezdek, 1974a; Dunn, 1974) in a unified framework. The proposed method provides a joint-space map that displays the relationships in multiple-choice data while simultaneously accommodating cluster-level heterogeneity. As we discuss, this is accomplished by developing a single optimization criterion for MCA and fuzzy k-means without imposing distributional assumptions on the data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with a brief review of the technical underpinnings of MCA and fuzzy k-means so as to facilitate the derivation of the proposed method. Then, the proposed method is discussed in detail. In Section 3, a Monte Carlo simulation study is carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and the tandem approach in recovering known structures. In Section 4, two applications are provided to illustrate the empirical usefulness of the proposed method as compared to extant approaches. The final section is devoted to discussing the implications of the proposed method as well as directions for future research.
Method

Multiple Correspondence Analysis
MCA is a data-analytic tool for exploring the interdependencies among a set of multiplechoice variables. MCA aims to construct a set of weighted sums of dummy-coded multiple-choice variables in such a way that they maximize the association or homogeneity among the variables, or equivalently they minimize the departure from homogeneity among them (Gifi, 1990; Hoffman, de Leeuw & Arjunji, 1994 
with respect to Y and , subject to
, where SS(M) is shorthand for the sum of squares of M, i.e., SS(M) = trace( ). In the MCA literature, this criterion is often called the homogeneity loss function (e.g., Gifi, 1990) . The category weights W M M' j obtained based on (1) subject to the identification constraint are called the principal coordinates (Greenacre, 1984, p. 90 ).
Minimization of (1) subject to the identification constraint can be obtained by either an analytic or iterative procedure. The former procedure comes down to calculating the eigenvalue decomposition of (e.g., Hwang & Takane, 2002; Yanai, 1998) . On the other hand, the latter procedure is based on an alternating least Leeuw, Young, & Takane, 1976) , in which Y and are updated alternately such that the update of one matrix minimizes (1) in the least squares sense, while the other is fixed (see Gifi, 1990, p. 107) .
Fuzzy k-means
Fuzzy k-means is based on the fuzzy-set theory (Zadeh, 1965) which permits respondents to belong totally, partially, or not at all to a cluster due to the vagueness of cluster boundaries. More specifically, two assumptions underlie fuzzy k-means: (1) a respondent can be assigned to more than one cluster where his degree of membership in a cluster lies between 0 and 1, and (2) the sum of the memberships of a respondent across all clusters must be equal to one (Bezdek, 1981; Wedel & Kamakura, 1998) . Let m indicate the prescribed fuzzy weight scalar, often called the 'fuzzifier' (Bezdek, 1974a) , which controls for the degree of fuzziness of the solution. Suppose for now that Y is a known data matrix. Then the fuzzy k-means algorithm is equivalent to minimizing the following criterion:
with respect to and , subject to the fuzzy membership constraints (Bezdek, 1974a; Dunn, 1974) . Note that in (2), Y can be any data matrix which is used for the classification of respondents, although the same matrix as in (1) (binary membership), the fuzzy k-means criterion reduces to the k-means criterion (e.g., Rocci & Vichi, 2005) . Minimization of (2) for m > 1 can be accomplished using a twostep optimization procedure of updating and repeatedly. of m close to 1 will result in a near hard partition with all memberships close to 0 or 1, while excessively large values will lead to disproportionate overlap with all memberships close to 1/K (Wedel & Steenkamp, 1989) . Consequently, neither of these values of m is recommended (Arabie, Carroll, DeSarbo, & Wind, 1981) . Although there have been some heuristic procedures to determine the value of m (e.g., McBratney & Moore, 1985; Okeke & Karnieli, 2006; Wedel & Steenkamp, 1989) , there seems to exist no formal way of choosing m. In practice, m = 2 is the most popular choice in fuzzy clustering algorithms (Bezdek, 1981; Gordon, 1999; Hruschka, 1986; Wedel & Steenkamp, 1991) .
A number of so-called cluster validity measures (Bezdek, 1981; Roubens, 1982) are used to determine K. Based on the analysis of synthetic data, Roubens (1982) concluded that the Fuzziness Performance Index (FPI) and the Normalized Classification Entropy (NCE) are the most useful cluster validity measures for fuzzy clustering. The FPI and NCE are given by:
where PC is the Partition Coefficient (Bezdek, 1974b) , defined as 
These measures indicate the separation status of clusters, i.e., how well the derived clusters are separated from each other. The smaller the values of FPI and NCE are, the more distinctly separated the clusters are from each other. Thus, the appropriate number of clusters should result in small values of FPI and NCE. Note that NCE and FPI can be used when K > 1. Moreover, the changes in the values of (2) or other related measures (e.g., the average adjusted R 2 across clusters) may be graphically examined against the different number of clusters in order to determine the number of clusters (Wedel & Steenkamp, 1989) . The number of clusters may be chosen as an elbow point in the trajectory of the value of (2) over clusters, beyond which no substantial changes in the value occur.
Fuzzy Cluster Multiple Correspondence Analysis
Our objective is to combine MCA and fuzzy k-means into a unified framework, resulting in a single graphical display of variable categories and cluster centroids. In other words, the objective is to find a low-dimensional solution of multiple-choice data while at the same time identifying fuzzy clusters of respondents that are homogeneous in terms of the low-dimensional solution. This problem is equivalent to minimizing the following optimization criterion:
with respect to Y, , r j W k , and , subject to the identification and membership constraints in MCA and fuzzy k-means. This criterion is the sum of the two optimization criteria for MCA and the fuzzy k-means algorithm. By minimizing (3), therefore, the lowki u dimensional data representation is obtained in such a way that it recognizes the fuzzy cluster structure that may be inherent in multiple-choice data. We shall call this new approach Fuzzy Cluster Multiple Correspondence Analysis (FCMCA).
An alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm is developed to minimize (3). In the algorithm, the unknown coordinates and fuzzy memberships (Y, , r j W k , and ) are updated alternately until convergence of (3) In other words, we use the solutions of the tandem approach as rational starts. We repeat the ALS algorithm with many random initial starts, compare the obtained criterion values after convergence, and choose the solution that yields the smallest criterion value.
ki u
In the proposed method, the number of dimensions (d) needs to be decided in advance. As in the extant (hard-cluster) simultaneous approach (e.g., Hwang et al., 2006) , d may be selected by applying MCA to the data. In MCA, d is usually chosen to be less than or equal to 3 (typically 2) to facilitate the visualization and interpretation of the solutions (Rovan, 1998) . Subsequently, in the proposed method, the number of clusters (K) may be determined by examining how the values of (3) change with different numbers of clusters. As in fuzzy clustering, an elbow point in the trajectory of the value of (3) over clusters may be chosen as the number of clusters. In addition, FCMCA may utilize cluster validity measures such as FPI and NCE in order to investigate whether a chosen set of clusters are sufficiently separated from each other compared to other sets of clusters. It is also recommended that the number of clusters be greater than the number of dimensions (van Burren & Heiser, 1989; Vichi & Kiers, 2001) . As discussed earlier, we set m = 2 as the default value of the fuzzy weight.
Synthetic Data Analysis
In this section we report on a Monte Carlo simulation study designed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and the tandem approach that applies MCA and fuzzy k-means sequentially. 1 The simulation study focuses on how well FCMCA and the tandem approach recover the original variable category points and the underlying clustering structure of the data for varying sample sizes.
In the simulations which follow we set d = 2 and K = 4 and considered the case of three multiple-choice variables each having four categories (i.e., J = 3 and = 4 Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional plot of the variable category points and centroids. In Figure 1 , the centroids of the four 1 We chose not to compare the performance of FCMCA to that of the extant simultaneous approach because the two approaches are built on theoretically different schemes of classification (fuzzy vs. hard),
and consequently it is difficult to generate synthetic data (i.e., membership values) that can be applicable to both approaches equally. FCMCA will be compared to the extant simultaneous approach proposed by Hwang et al. (2006) in the empirical application section to follow. To generate a synthetic data set, we first set Y = UR + E, where U is an N by 4 matrix of fuzzy memberships, R is a 4 by 2 matrix consisting of the prescribed centroids, and E is an N by 2 matrix of random errors. Specifically, the fuzzy membership matrix U was generated as follows: hard classifications of respondents to only one of the four clusters were made based on the predetermined cluster sizes, and then random errors uniformly drawn from [0, .5] were added to the hard classifications (the resultant membership values of each respondent were re-scaled to satisfy the fuzzy membership constraint ). Moreover, the random errors in E were drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance of about 40% of the variance of UR, although there is no justifiable rule available for deciding the range of the variance. Then, a single synthetic data set was generated from . Five hundred synthetic data sets were drawn for each sample size.
The synthetic data were analyzed by the proposed method and the tandem approach. The proposed FCMCA algorithm was found to converge in all cases. Table 1 provides the mean, standard errors, and biases of the coordinates of variable categories ( ) and centroids (r j W k ) obtained from the two approaches across different sample sizes.
We first applied Procrustes rotation to the estimated coordinates toward the true configuration, and then evaluated their biases. Table 1 , the biases of the estimates of both variable categories and cluster centroids obtained from FCMCA appear to be quite small across all sample sizes.
Also, they tend to gradually decrease with increased sample size. On the other hand, in all sample sizes, the biases of the estimates of variable categories obtained from the tandem approach are much larger that those from FCMCA, while the biases of centroid estimates appear similar to those from FCMCA. Under all sample sizes, the mean congruence coefficients for the membership values are quite similar across the two approaches.
Moreover, all of them are much larger than .90, which is a conventional rule of thumb criterion as an acceptable degree of congruence (Mulaik, 1972) . In both approaches, the mean congruence coefficients tend to gradually increase as sample size increases.
The present simulation study was designed to generate synthetic data based on two-dimensional data (Y) under clear and simple structures between variable categories and cluster centroids. In such a situation, the tandem approach is expected to recover true coordinates well because two-dimensional data possess all necessary information on the relationships among variable categories and cluster centroids. Nonetheless, in this simulation study, the proposed method was found to recover the coordinates of variable categories better than the tandem approach while capturing fuzzy cluster centroids and memberships equally well. Thus, the proposed approach is shown to perform better than the tandem approach in terms of overall coordinate recovery.
Empirical Data Analyses
In this section, we present two empirical applications that focus on the usefulness of the proposed method as compared to that of the tandem approach and the extant simultaneous approach by Hwang et al. (2006) .
The Korean Underwear Data
The first example comes from a large survey conducted by a Korean underwear manufacturer (Yang, 1997) . 664 consumers were asked to answer two multiple-choice questions: 1) "Which of the following brands is your first choice (i.e., favourite brand)?"
and 2) "In deciding which brand of underwear to buy which of the following attributes is most important?" Eight brands of underwear and 15 attributes were included in the study. 
_______________________________
Insert Table 2 about here
MCA was first applied to the data so as to determine the number of dimensions.
In MCA, the proportions of the total inertia accounted for by the inertias or squared singular values are underestimated because the total inertia is inflated due to fitting both diagonal and off-diagonal blocks of the Burt table (Greenacre, 1984) . To deal with this problem, it is recommended to adjust the inertias greater than 1/J using Benzécri's (1979) formula, quoted in Greenacre (1984, p.145) . Table 3 shows the adjusted inertias and their percentages of the adjusted total inertia (i.e., the sum of the adjusted inertias).
Insert Table 3 about here
We chose d = 2 because the adjusted inertias tended to decrease gradually after the first two or three and, at the same time, interpretation of a two-dimensional configuration of parameter estimates is generally easier (Rovan, 1994) . The first two adjusted inertias explained about 57% of the adjusted total inertia. Next, with d fixed, we investigated changes in the value of (3) by varying numbers of clusters. Figure Figure 3 , the top portion seems to be related to the first cluster, at which its centroid, C1, is located. C1 is closely located with such attributes as 'fashionable design (5)', 'trendy colour (7)', 'good design (8)', and 'youth appeal (14)'. This indicates that the respondents in the first cluster appear to prefer the design or style of underwear and appears to be consistent with C1 being positioned close to such brands as 'Benetton (bn)'
and 'Bodyguard (bg)'. As mentioned earlier, Bodyguard is positioned as a fashionable, stylistic underwear brand in Korea (Yang, 1997) .
On the other hand, the middle right-hand side seems to be associated with the second cluster because it embraces the centroid of the second cluster, C2. This centroid is positioned close to such attributes as 'superior fabrics (3)', 'excellent fit (12)', and 'design quality (13)'. It thus appears that the respondents in the second cluster were more inclined toward high quality varieties of underwear. This cluster appears to be close to such brands as 'Calvin Klein (ck)', 'Michiko-London (ml)', and 'James Dean (jd)'. These brands are recognized as being of high-quality in Korea (Yang, 1997) .
Finally, the middle left-hand portion of the display seems to represent the characteristics related to the third cluster, whose centroid is represented by C3. This centroid is positioned close to attributes: 'comfortable (1)', 'smooth (2)', 'reasonable price (4)', 'favourable advertisements (6)', 'various colours (9)', 'elastic (10)', 'store is near (11)', and 'various sizes (15)', suggesting that the respondents belonging to the third cluster were more likely to emphasize practical aspects of underwear in their purchase.
This cluster is also closely linked to such domestic brands as 'BYC (by)', 'TRY (tr)', and 'VICMAN (vm)'. When all respondents are assigned to the cluster associated with the highest membership value, the sizes of clusters 1, 2, and 3 arrive at 199 (30%), 156 (23.5%) and 309 (46.5%), respectively.
Using the same number of dimensions and clusters, we also applied the tandem approach and the extant simultaneous approach by Hwang et al. (2006) to these data. For the tandem approach, we repeated the fuzzy k-means algorithm with 100 different random values for initial cluster membership. For the extant simultaneous approach, we repeated its algorithm with 100 different random values for initial cluster membership.
The results of the tandem approach and the extant simultaneous approach are displayed in Figure 4 , the top left-hand portion seems to be related to the first cluster, the lower right-hand side to the second cluster, and the lower left-hand side to the third cluster. However, it is much more difficult to characterize the clusters in the tandem approach because the estimated attribute and brand category points are located in a quite indiscriminate way, compared to the proposed method. When all respondents are assigned to the cluster associated with the highest membership value, the sizes of clusters 1, 2, and 3 (30%, 22%, and 48%, respectively) appear similar to those obtained with the proposed method.
At first, the three clusters in Figure 5 appear to have a similar interpretation to the FCMCA solution. However, compared to the FCMCA solution note the following: 1) the first cluster is much to be closer to 'James Dean (jd)' and 'Calvin Klein (ck)'; 2) the second cluster in Figure 5 is located close to only one brand, 'Michiko-London (ml)'; and 3) the C1 and C2 cluster sizes are very different (10% vs. 30% and 43% vs. 24%, respectively). Although, admittedly, it is difficult to tell which method provides more accurate solutions because true coordinate values are unknown, the result of the extant simultaneous approach seems to be inconsistent with what is known about this market which categorizes Calvin Klein, Michiko-London and James Dean as high-quality brands (Yang, 1997) .
The French Worker Survey Data
The second example is taken from the French Worker Survey (Adam, Bon, Capdevielle, & Mouriaux, 1970) . 
_______________________________
As in the previous application, we again use MCA to determine the number of dimensions. Table 3 provides the adjusted inertias and their percentages of the adjusted total inertia obtained from the MCA. Although the third dimension seemed to explain a sizeable portion of the adjusted total inertia, we decided to choose d = 2 because the first two adjusted inertias accounted for a majority of the adjusted total inertia (76%) and to aid the interpretation. Next, with d fixed, we investigated changes in the value of (3) by varying numbers of clusters. Figure 6 provides the plot of the re-scaled optimization criterion values and the values of FPI and NCE against different numbers of clusters. In the figure, the re-scaled values of (3) appear to decrease gradually beyond three clusters.
Moreover, the values of both FPI and NCE were minimized at K = 3. Thus, we set K = 3 in all of the analyses that follow. Figure 8 , the two-dimensional map obtained from the tandem approach appears similar to that from FCMCA, and hence leads to essentially the same interpretations. This may be because the retained dimensions from MCA account for a majority of the variance (76%) in the data, so that they contain sufficient information on the underlying data structure. Nonetheless, many category points estimated by FCMCA are more compactly grouped, in particular, those related to C3, thereby providing a cleaner interpretation. This seems to be consistent with the findings of the simulation study in the previous section; that is, the category estimates from the tandem approach were shown to have larger biases than those obtained with FCMCA even in cases of two dimensional data with simple structure. When all respondents are assigned to the cluster associated with the highest membership value, the sizes of clusters 1, 2, and 3 arrive at 260 (25%), 413 (39%) and 376 (36%), respectively.
On the other hand, the middle left-hand portion of Figure 9 , obtained from the extant simultaneous approach, appears related to the first cluster, representing 25% of the sample, the bottom portion to the second cluster, representing 41% of the sample, and the upper portion to the third cluster, representing 34% of the sample. Though similar in spirit to the solution produced by the proposed method, it is more difficult to characterize each cluster because the estimated category points are less compactly clustered close to a centroid; for example, 'CGT (11)' has drifted away from C1 toward the origin of the display which is inconsistent with the very strong link of CGT to the Communist Party (Le Roux & Rouanet, 1998).
Concluding Remarks
A new method for simultaneously combining MCA with fuzzy k-means was proposed to take into account cluster-level heterogeneity in multiple-choice data. Technically, the proposed method may be viewed as a generalization of the extant simultaneous approach (e.g., Hwang et al., 2006) which captures this heterogeneity based on a non-overlapping clustering method. The proposed method relaxes the assumption of dichotomous memberships in the extant simultaneous approach.
The performance of the proposed method was evaluated and compared to the tandem approach with synthetic data with different sample sizes. The analyses of synthetic data showed the effectiveness of the proposed method in recovering known structures compared to the tandem approach. In addition, the usefulness of the proposed method was demonstrated in two empirical applications. The proposed method was shown to be useful and generally superior to the tandem and extant simultaneous approaches in studying qualitatively different patterns of choice behaviour in heterogeneous subgroups of respondents in both applications.
The proposed method may be further refined and extended so as to enhance its data-analytic capability and the scope of its applicability. For example, although it is not a problem unique to this method, more formal rules are needed for determining the fuzzy weight. Similarly, a fruitful research area would be to develop a more confirmatory way of selecting the number of clusters as some arbitrary decisions still need to be made with current cluster validity measures. For instance, the graphical judgment on the elbow point of the optimization criterion values may often be subjective. Non-parametric procedures such as bootstrap scree tests (Hong, Mitchell, & Harshman, 2006) may be adopted for addressing this issue. Moreover, the proposed method may be viewed as a post-hoc classification approach in that it identifies clusters of respondents through the analysis of the data (Wind, 1978; Wedel & Kamakura, 1998) . In many cases, cluster-level heterogeneity can also be addressed by classifying respondents into clusters a priori on the basis of demographic variables or other grouping variables. This a priori classification approach may be incorporated into the proposed method for more sophisticated analyses. This extension may involve combining the proposed method with multilevel MCA (Michailidis & de Leeuw, 2000) .
Appendix: The proposed alternating least squares algorithm
Let denote an N by N diagonal matrix consisting of as an element. Let e denote an N by 1 vector of ones. Then, criterion (3) can be re-written as:
The proposed ALS algorithm repeats the following three main steps until convergence:
Step 
Step 2. Y is updated for fixed , r j W k , and . Let , and
. Note that and
k are idempotent and symmetric. Putting (A2) and (A3) into (A1), then, minimizing (A1) with respect to Y, subject to , is equivalent to minimizing:
Minimizing (A4) thus reduces to maximizing:
with respect to Y. Maximizing (A5) over Y comes down to calculating the eigenvalue decomposition of (e.g., Yanai, 1998) .
Step 3. The membership parameter is updated for fixed Y, and r ki u j W k . It is equivalent to minimizing the second term of (A1) with respect to . We employ the standard fuzzy k-means algorithm (Bezdek, 1974a; Dunn, 1974) 
updated by:
Formula (A6) can be derived as follows: Minimizing the second term of (A1) under the membership constraint is equivalent to minimizing:
where λ is a Lagrangian multiplier. Solving
and (A8) leads to:
Then, (A6) is obtained by inserting (A9) in (A8). (26) Gaullist (37) Georges Pompidou (27) No response (38) No response (28) Figure 1 . The true coordinates of variable categories and cluster centroids in the simulation study. 
